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Abstract— This paper presents a new design to control the 

speed of the automobiles at remote places for fixed time. 

Generally, in automobiles throttle position is controlled by 

the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) mainly according to the 

one of the inputs received from the accelerator’s Pedal 

position sensor. But in the proposed model, instead of ECU, 

another Microcontroller unit receives the pedal position from 

the sensor and then Microcontroller unit transfers to the 

ECU. The Microcontroller unit is also interfaced with the 

wireless module that is capable of detecting any other 

transceiver. Now, the automobile can be controlled at the 

desired places when we deploy the transmitters that send data 

frames with fields containing maximum speed and time for 

which this speed limitation is to be imposed. In this system 

the speed of the particular zones can be set by a official by 

sitting in his office through GSM network the new set speed 

is updated to the signals. This system can also be 

implemented in no parking areas whenever the vehicle get 

parked in a no parking area driver receives a alert and if he 

doesn’t  respond  then the vehicle id will be sent to the 

authorities through the GSM network and the vehicle get 

arrested and driver has to pay the fine for retrieval of the 

vehicle. This system can also be implemented in Zebra 

crossing while vehicle approaching the zebra line if someone 

is ready to cross then the system will sent a alert signal to Car 

and the car get stopped at the zebra line for pedestrian 

crossing . An ultrasonic sensor is equipped in car to find the 

obstacle in front section and this avoid collision of the 

vehicle .A keypad is included in vehicle to detect theft 

whenever the password is typed wrong three times then an 

alert signal is produced through buzzer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The world these have to accommodate more traffic and this 

obviously leads to accommodating these vehicles. The 

number of accidents increasing due to the over speed, 

violation of traffic rules etc. There should be a unique 

system that provides hazard free driving that enforces all the 

safety rules. Current car park management is dependent on 

either human personal keeping track of the available car 

spaces or a sensor based system that monitors the 

availability of each car park space or the overall number of 

available car park space .In both situations the information 

available was only the total number of car park spaces 

available and not the actual location available. The 

revolution in the automobile industry and liberalized 

economy has led to tremendous Increase in the vehicle 

ownership levels. This has resulted in changing traffic 

characteristics on road network. Our project is an attempt 

has been made to analyze the changing traffic composition 

trends, speed characteristics and travel patterns by taking 

new approaches to control the traffic. Further, the impact of 

changing traffic composition trends and emerging issues 

thereof are discussed. The current traffic problems are to be 

seriously understood and then further analyzed to get a basic 

solution. The solution should be the one which we have to 

put forward as a law. The technological support is the basis 

for the speed control is essential so that lots of traffic laws 

can be fit to its effectiveness 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Speed Control System Analysis of Freeway Work Zone 

Based on ITS 

This paper deals with the vehicle speed control. The Vehicle 

speed control is one of the main methods to ensure the 

safety of freeway work zone. In order to control vehicle 

running speed reasonably in freeway work zone, the 

research of adaptive speed control of freeway work zone is 

carried out. Based on the analysis of the speed change law 

of the vehicles nearby freeway work zone, combined with 

the electronic sensor technology and data transmission 

technology, an adaptive vehicle speed control measure of 

freeway work zone based on ITS is proposed. 

B. Maximum Road Speed Limiting for Heavy Trucks and 

Buses 

It is an article published by vehicle standards bulletin of   

the Australian design rules for motor vehicles and trailers 

(ADRs) and the Australian in-service rules for motor 

vehicles and trailers (AIRs). This paper summarizes 

requirements for devices which mechanically and/or 

electronically limit the maximum road speed of heavy trucks 

and buses. For new vehicles, detailed requirements are set 

by National Standards (Australian Design Rule number 

65/00). For vehicles in service, compliance with the 

standards and procedures set out in this Bulletin will ensure 

that these vehicles are accepted by Commonwealth 

C. A Design Model for Automatic Vehicle Speed Controller 

This paper presents a new design to control the speed of the 

automobiles at remote places for fixed time. Generally, in 

automobiles throttle position is controlled by the Electronic 

Control Unit (ECU) mainly according to the one of the 

inputs received from the accelerator’s Pedal position sensor. 

But in the proposed model, instead of ECU, another 

Microcontroller unit receives the pedal position from the 

sensor and then Microcontroller unit transfers to the ECU. 

D. Over speed violation management of a vehicle through 

Zigbee 

In the present day scenario traffic rules are frequently 

violated by the drivers and over speeding occur due to bad 

driving behavior. So, a driver assistance system is provided 

to prevent over speeding, violation of road rules and also to 

display alert messages. The proposed system has an alerting, 

recording and reporting system for over speed violation 

management. The Zigbee transmitter sends the speed limit 

of the particular lane entered by the vehicle and also gives 

alerts like “road works”, “steep slopes”, “school zone” in the 

form of acoustical messages and also in LCD 
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III. DESIGN OVERVIEW 

This paper contains three main sections. The first one is 

vehicle side, the second one is signal side, the third section 

is the authority side. Each one of them is described in detail 

below 

A. Vehicle Side 

Vehicle side consists of an AT mega328 microcontroller, 

ultrasonic sensor, RF data modem, keypad, ignition switch, 

12c AC power supply, LCD display, LED indicators, driver, 

motor and a buzzer. ATmega328 microcontroller store the 

value of the speed in its EEPROM based on the time and the 

zone. A 3x3 matrix keypad is used here for entering the 

password which gives the security to our vehicle. RF data 

modem is used here for receiving the signals from the signal 

side and send it to the microcontroller. Ultrasonic sensor is 

used for maintaining a 20cm space between the vehicles. 

Motor and motor driver are used for the demonstration 

purpose here. The current status of the system is shown in 

a16x2 LCD display. Buzzer will be alarmed if the vehicle is 

entered in a no parking area or if the password entered is 

incorrect more than three times. An LED will blinks when 

buzzer alarms.   

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of vehicle side 

B. Signal Side  

Signal side is a distributed set of external adaptive devices 

placed in the particular zone such as school zone, hospital 

zone, etc. Signal side consists of 12V AC power supply, 

ATmega328 microcontroller, RF data modem, GSM 

modem, real time Signal side clock, LDR/IR sensor, LCD  

and button interface. Here GSM modem receive the speed 

that send from the control room based on time and zone. 

And the received speed is stored in the EEPROM of the 

microcontroller, RF data modem act as a transceiver ,it 

transmits the speed stored in the EEPROM of the 

microcontroller to the vehicle side whenever the vehicle that 

moves through the particular zone is not in the specified 

range of speed  

  
Fig. 2: Block diagram of Vehicle Side 

C. PC Side 

This is the PC side block diagram of our project. Our project 

consists of three sections vehicle side, signal side and the PC 

side. This block diagram shows the PC side of our project. 

This side is controlled by the authority. Here we are 

considering the authority as the traffic control room. This 

part consists of three sections PC block, level shifter and 

GSM modem. PC is under the control of the officer , the 

officer can set the speed for different zones like school, 

hospital etc.. 

 
Fig. 3: Block diagram of PC Side 

IV. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

A. Vehicle Side 

 
Fig. 4: Circuit Diagram of Vehicle Side 

The above figure shows the circuit diagram of vehicle side 

of our project. The main components used here are 

ATmega328 microcontroller, LCD (16x2) display, 

ultrasonic sensor, (3x4) matrix keypad, RF data modem, 

LED, buzzer, motor driver. The components are connected 

as per the circuit diagram. 

B. Signal Side 

 
Fig. 5: Circuit Diagram of Signal Side 
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The above figure shows   the circuit diagram of   signal side 

of our project. The main components used here are 

ATmega328, RF data modem, GSM modem, LDR/IR 

sensor, LCD (16x2) display. The components are connected 

as per the circuit diagram. 

C. PC Side 

 
Fig. 6: Circuit Diagram of PC Side 

The above figure shows the circuit diagram of our project. 

The components used here are GSM modem, level shifter, 

PC. The PC is controlled by the authority. The components 

are connected as per the circuit diagram 

V. APPLICATIONS 

1) The system can be used in the college zone to limit the 

speed inside the campus 

2) The system is an application that can be applied in 

every traffic zone to enforce traffic rule 

3) The system can be implemented in hospital zones to 

limit speeds 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The project has various future extensions and it has a wide 

variety of applications. 

1) A secured and authenticated control over automotives 

by using the concept of cryptographic keyless entry 

and the lock screen ignition system  

2) Vehicle tracking using GSM and GPS 

3) Non specific person gesture recognition system by 

using MEMS accelerometer 

4) Additional safety features such as auto breaking 

system can be incorporated 

5) Accident detection using GSM and GPS 

6) Eye blinking sensor can be replaced by camera and 

drowsiness can be detected using MAT lab 

programming   

VII. CONCLUSION 

As vehicles become more sophisticated, vehicle security 

systems must be stronger than ever before. The project 

proposed here aims to design an integrated security control 

for the external adaptive speed controlling system by adding 

significant enhancements and modernizing the existing 

system and thus try to overcome the drawbacks. The vehicle 

side consists of microcontroller unit, keypad, LCD, 

ultrasonic sensor. The signal side consist of microcontroller 

LCD button interface, RF data modem, GSM. The PC side 

consists of GSM modem and a PC. This system also helps to 

reduce the speed of the vehicle whenever there is a presence 

of pedestrian at the zebra cross. It gives protection to the 

vehicle when the key fob is stolen. The ever increasing 

number of accidents can significantly decreased by using the 

external adaptive speed control, especially during the peak 

hours. Zone speed control is provided here so that the traffic 

laws are enforced and cannot be violated. The authenticated 

authority interface is used to configure and customize the 

vehicle security system. The proposed system will be an 

intellectual system to meet this demand 
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